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Abstract: We explore unication and natural supersymmetry in a ve dimensional ex-
tension of the standard model in which the extra dimension may be large, of the order
of 1{10 TeV. Power law running generates a TeV scale At term allowing for the observed
125 GeV Higgs and allowing for stop masses below 2 TeV, compatible with a natural SUSY
spectrum. We supply the full one-loop RGEs for various models and use metastability to
give a prediction that the gluino mass should be lighter than 3:5 TeV for At   2:5 TeV, for
such a compactication scale, with brane localised 3rd generation matter. We also discuss
models in which only the 1st and 2nd generation of matter elds are located in the bulk.
We also look at electroweak symmetry breaking in these models.
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1 Introduction
In the context of supersymmetry and through the prism of the naturalness aesthetic, the
discovery of a Standard Model-like scalar particle of mass mh  125 GeV [1, 2], and no
direct evidence so far of superparticles has motivated renewed interest in non-minimal
extensions of the Supersymmetric Standard Model (SSM) that can help to compellingly
explain such results. Within the Minimal-SSM (MSSM), for the lightest CP even charge
neutral scalar to be the discovered scalar then requires either multi-TeV stops, which is
disfavoured from naturalness, an enhancement to the tree-level Higgs mass such as for
example [3{6], or a near maximal mixing scenario whereby jAt(Mz)j & 1 TeV. There are
few models that compellingly achieve a large enough At if one rst assumes At to vanish
at some initial supersymmetry breaking scale. Even if one obtains such a large At, one
must still explain why stops are lighter than their rst and second generation counterpart
squarks, consistent with collider bounds [7{17]. One such framework that can address both
problems is a ve dimensional -SSM.
In ve dimensional (5D) SSMs, power law running for a suciently low compactica-
tion radius R, generates at low energies a large enough At to explain the observed Higgs
mass [18]. Furthermore, through spatially localising dierent generations along the extra
dimension(s), one can explain geometrically why the third generation can be consistently
lighter than its rst and second generation counterparts [18].
This framework is suciently compelling that it should understandably endure further
scrutiny. In particular, ve dimensional theories are eective eld theories with a cuto and
are (often over-dramatically) dened as non-renormalisable, as many parameters such as
gauge couplings can be sensitive to this UV scale. It is therefore important to conrm that
results and conclusions made at one loop that are sensitive to this scale are still consistent
and under control at two (and higher) loops. For instance one might be concerned that
one loop linear sensitivity to the cuto behaving as R do not result in terms of the form
(R)2 at two-loop, which would then indicate a break-down of perturbation theory at
renormalisation scales of the order of the compactication radius [19]. Whilst this might
be of concern to non-supersymmetric theories, the ve dimensional SSM is reinterpreted in
the language of N = 2 four dimensional supersymmetry. This additional supersymmetry
and the protection it aords, helps to reduce such terms [20, 21], at least for gauge couplings.
The eect remains but has opposite sign for both Yukawa couplings and their soft breaking
trilinear counterparts, and so is still under complete control. For the case of bulk matter
and in particular the top Yukawa in the bulk, a Landau pole appears and one must then

















as one would in any four dimensional theory with a Landau pole), or that a compelling
explanation of how the top Yukawa may arise must be found such that this pathology may
be avoided. Another issue which is a general one in these eective theories, is that in order
to be sure that no unwanted operators are generated one should consider the possible UV
completions. This point is discussed in the literature, and is typically a dicult model
building eort, but goes beyond the scope of the present work which is limited to the
investigation of the eective theory. Furthermore, possible issues related to proton decay
shall be briey mentioned in section 2.1.
There are further criteria for our model to be truly compelling: we require that it is
supersymmetric and that supersymmetry is softly broken, that the superpotential is renor-
malisable and that the theory's gauge couplings unify in the ve dimensional description
with a large enough extra dimensional scale as to make the extra dimensional features prac-
tically relevant to the phenomenology of the model. In other words we require a 1=R  1
to 103 TeV scale extra dimension and not simply an (almost) GUT scale extra dimension.
Such a criteria is useful to rule out certain models, for instance by this criteria one can
straightforwardly rule out at extra dimensional models in which the 1st and 2nd gener-
ation are in the bulk, with the 3rd generation either in the bulk or on a brane, as such
a model can only unify with an extra dimensional scale of the order of the GUT scale, a
topic we discuss in more detail later.
The outline of the paper is as follows: in section 2 we describe the models in detail
and discuss unication. In section 3 we describe our boundary conditions and how the
four dimensional (4D) and 5D renormalisation group equations (RGEs) are matched and
solved. We discuss the various energy scales of the model and then look at the running of
various parameters including the gaugino mass spectrum and trilinear soft breaking terms.
In section 4 we explore how to obtain the correct 125 GeV Higgs mass, with stops lighter
than 2 TeV. In section 5 we give our conclusions. We also include two detailed appendices,
appendix A including all the one-loop and two-loop RGEs of the four dimensional low
energy model, of which we used the one-loop RGEs in the plots, and appendix B includes
the one-loop RGEs for the ve dimensional models 1 and 2 of the main paper. The
conventions and notation of this paper follow closely that of [18], which are based on
conventions found in [22{26].
2 5D-SSM with additional states: unication
A TeV scale SSM in which the gauge coupling is precisely unied is proposed in [27]. The
key idea is to add two new hypermultiplets F which are singlets under SU(3)c  SU(2)L
and charged under U(1)Y with YF = 1. The SSM chiral fermions are located on a
boundary and in the 5D picture do not have Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes. The SSM Higgs
chiral multiplets live in the bulk and we embed them as hypermultiplets in 5D. The gauge
elds and the additional states also live in the bulk as listed in table 1: we call this model
1. We will also explore our own model in which the third generation of superelds lives
in the bulk, as in table 2: we call this model 2 and this too may unify. We compute








































F^  | X ( 1;1;1)
F^+ | X (1;1;1)
B^V | X (0;1;1)
W^V | X (0;3;1)
G^V | X (0;1;8)
Table 1. The matter content of model 1. All superelds of chiral fermions live on a brane and all
Higgs-type superelds and gauge vector elds live in the bulk. The superscript f = 1; 2; 3 denotes
the generations. Neutrino superelds may be included straightforwardly. The gauge couplings of
this model unify as in gure 1 (top left).
function coecient b1 and lead to precision unication at one-loop. The superpotential for
both models is given by
W =Yu u^ ij q^
i H^ju   Yd d^ ij q^i H^jd   Ye e^ ij l^i H^jd + HuHd + F F+ : (2.1)
2.1 Gauge coupling unication







does not depend on (i; j), where b5Di are the ve dimensional beta function coecients, at






















for gauge elds, Weyl fermions and complex scalars respectively. R is the representation
and in particular T (Ad) = N and T () = 12 :
For a U(1) theory [30] the gauge eld is uncharged, there is also an overall normalisation
constant which can be xed to embed the particular U(1) in a larger group. Such that











































































F^  | X ( 1;1;1)
F^+ | X (1;1;1)
B^V | X (0;1;1)
W^V | X (0;3;1)
G^V | X (0;1;8)
Table 2. The matter content of model 2. In this case the third generation also lives in the bulk.
The gauge couplings of this model unify as in gure 1 (top right).
the latter is for chiral superelds, and the Y 's are hypercharges, where the hypercharge is
rescaled by g1 
p
5=3g0 as usual in unied models [31]. The results for various models may
be found in table 4, where we note that unication scales of the order of 10 TeV can still
satisfy proton decay constraints, this conclusion being applicable to a wide range of gauge
groups or extra-dimensional models [32]. In a number of these scenarios additional matter
is required to obtain unication, or indeed the extra dimensional scale 1=R > 1010 GeV,
which for phenomenological purposes is essentially four dimensional and so not of interest.
A useful comment is appropriate here that the additional matter of the 5D MSSM-UED
scenario means that all beta function coecients are positive. This forces 1=R & 1010 GeV
for unication to still be possible [35]. Low scale (supersymmetric) extra dimensions there-
fore require that most of the MSSM matter does not live in the bulk. Our preferred
scenarios are therefore ones in which the matter multiplets all live on a brane (model 1 ) or
where the 1st and 2nd generation live on an opposite brane to the 3rd generation, or where
only the third generation lives in the bulk (model 2 ), or where only the third generation
lives in the brane (model 3, see table 3 for the matter content in this case). In either case
the Higgses can live in the bulk or on a brane. Additional elds may be added to accomplish
precision unication at low scales [39]. This leads to three options: the models 1, 2 and 3























































F^  | X ( 1;1;1)
F^+ | X (1;1;1)
B^V | X (0;1;1)
W^V | X (0;3;1)
G^V | X (0;1;8)
Table 3. The matter content of model 3. In this case the 1st and 2nd generation live in the bulk.
The gauge couplings of this scenario do not unify, as in gure 1 (bottom).
4D M-Dirac-SSM [38] with a maximal super Yang-Mills theory only in the bulk [26], rather
remarkably, to achieve unication for any and all sizes of inverse radius. In this theory
the gauge couplings only run in the four dimensional theory as the beta functions for the
gauge couplings vanish exactly to all orders in perturbation theory in the maximal super
Yang-Mills theory. As a result there are no power law contributions for gauge couplings
(but there may be for the Yukawas and soft terms) and an inverse radius of a few TeV is
possible with gauge coupling unication at 1017 GeV, which is very counter-intuitive. The
eective cuto of a ve dimensional theory is essentially dened as the scale at which some
parameter, such as the gauge couplings, hit a Landau pole: as no Landau pole arises this
allows for the range of validity of this theory to extend further.
3 Exploring the models
In this section we explore the typical scales of the models, we describe how we solve
the various RGEs and the boundary conditions that we use and then look at many of




































[20, 29] ?(does not exist)









5 ; 10; 6

[35, 36]  5 1010 GeV





[37]  1010 GeV
5D 1st,2nd Gen & Hyper Higgses in the bulk
 
40
5 ; 4; 2

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model 1  1 TeV





model 2  1 TeV
5DSSMF:1st,2nd Gen & Hyper Higgses in bulk
 
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5 ; 4; 0

[38] |
5D MSYM only in the bulk (0; 0; 0) [26] any
5D MSYM Hyper-Higgs in the bulk
 
6
5 ; 2; 0

7
Table 4. The one-loop beta function coecients of the gauge couplings for various scenarios.
Requiring gauge coupling unication puts a bound on the inverse radius of the extra dimension in
ve dimensional models, which is estimated in the right-most column.
3.1 Typical scales of the models
It is useful to set the mass and energy scales in which we wish to consider these models. We
wish for a large extra dimension, which then leads us to x the gauge coupling unication
scale and the scale of the cut o, where the gauge couplings hit a Landau pole (see gure 1):
1
R
 10 TeV ; MGUT  300 TeV ;   1; 000 TeV: (3.1)
Although they dier in magnitude, this is natural in that xing any one of these determines
the other two. Next we wish for a gluino mass above collider exclusions and to determine
the Higgs mass correctly to be mh = 125 GeV from a sizeable At. We nd (see for instance
gure 3)
M3 = 900 GeV leads to At   700 GeV ; M3 = 1700 GeV leads to At   1250 GeV:
(3.2)
Strong exclusion limits on the gluino arise from ATLAS and CMS null searches for jets plus
missing energy, for example m~g > 1600 GeV for m~q1;2 > 2000 GeV [40, 41], although this
can be lowered if one wishes to also include R-parity violation with our models, hence the
M3 = 900 GeV case. Conversely, allowing for an upper bound on the top trilinear coupling,
from considering metastability of the electroweak vacuum,











































Model 1 with a compactification scale of 10 TeV, unificationat 2.9x105 GeV

























Model 2 with a compactification scale of 10 TeV, unificationat 2.9x105 GeV

























Model 3 with a compactification scale of 10 TeV
Figure 1. Running of the inverse ne structure constants  1i (Q), for three dierent models with
compactication scales 10 TeV as a function of Log10(Q/GeV).
To allow for the correct Higgs mass mh = 125 GeV, the electroweak parameters should be
in the range
tan  (5; 30);   1TeV; (3.4)
represented in gure 6. We do not expect tan  to be much larger, due to Bs ! Xs
avour constraints and  is bounded by naturalness considerations of the renormalisation
group eects on the Higgs tadpole equations (minimisation of the scalar potential).
3.2 Implementation and results
To obtain our results we computed by hand the various RGEs of the four dimensional (zero
mode) description that both model 1 and 2 (tables 1 and 2) reduce to at low energies. We
then conrmed these with the output of an implementation of the four dimensional regime
in SARAH [42{45]. We then computed, by hand only, the one-loop RGEs for each of model
1, 2 and 3, including all the additional elds of the KK sector. Using MATHEMATICA we
solve the combined set of RGEs and match the four and ve dimensional RGEs at the
matching compactication scale such that at low energies the theory is described by the
four dimensional RGEs only.
Once we have a combined set of RGEs, we must specify a set of boundary conditions.
In this case we must simply specify all boundary conditions at the same scale (rather than,
for example, having a set of boundary conditions at both the GUT/SUSY-breaking scale





































Model 1 with a compactification scale of 10 TeV



























Model 2 with a compactification scale of 10 TeV



















Model 3 with a compactification scale of 10 TeV
Figure 2. Running of the Yukawa couplings Yi(Q), for thee dierent models with compactication
scales 10 TeV as a function of Log10(Q/GeV). The top Yukawa coupling typically hits a Landau
pole before the GUT scale when the 3rd generation matter is located in the bulk (right).
Parameter Value Name




tan 10 (Tan beta)
Yt(Q0) 0.849348847 (Top Yukawa)
Yb(Q0) 0.128188819 (Bottom Yukawa)
Y (Q0) 0.0999653768 (Tau Yukawa)
Table 5. A table of the boundary conditions used in our study.
t = Log10Q). The gauge couplings and Yukawa couplings are easily obtained by running
up from mZ and are listed in table 5, for example in gure 2 for tan  10. Regarding the
soft breaking terms we made some specic choices which we enforce by choosing a low-scale
boundary value such that it holds true once we run up to the high scale. We also make the
assumption that the SUSY breaking scale is equal to the GUT scale, but of course other

















 We assume supersymmetry breaking occurs at the unication scale, which is found
by nding the scale at which g1 = g2 = g3, which is lowered compared to the 4D
MSSM, by the eects of the compactication. This is pictured in gure 1 (top left).
 We specify the value of the gluino mass, M3(Q), at Q = 103 GeV. We then nd the
bino and wino soft masses M1 and M2 such that all gaugino masses M1 = M2 = M3
at the GUT scale. This is pictured in gure 3.
 We take the trilinear soft breaking terms, Au=d=e, to vanish at the unication scale,
also pictured in gure 3.
 We take (t = 3)  500 GeV and B(MGUT) = 0, as pictured in gure 5 (left).
The results are rather dierent for model 2 :
 We found the scale at which g1 = g2 = g3, which is lowered compared to the 4D
MSSM, pictured in gure 1 (top right).
 The top Yukawa coupling hits a Landau pole just after t = 4:595, as pictured in
gure 2 (right).
The result was that we could not set the supersymmetry breaking scale at MGUT and
instead chose the supersymmetry breaking scale to occur below the top Yukawa Landau
pole, at t = 4:4. We then chose for the plots in model 2 :
 We choose the gaugino masses to unify M3(t = 4:4) = M2(t = 4:4) = M1(t = 4:4)
and let M3(t = 3) = 1700 GeV.
 Au=d=e(t = 4:4) are set to vanish and this model does not develop a TeV scale At(t =
3), as pictured in gure 3 (right).
 Whilst electroweak symmetry breaking is possible starting from the condition m2Hd =
m2Hu , it does not automatically arise from using (m
2
0 + 
2)1=2, where m20 would set
the scalar soft mass boundary condition. This is pictured in gure 4 (right), where a
representative case is given that achieves the correct Higgs mass.
 We take (t = 3)  500 GeV and B(MGUT) = 0, as pictured in gure 5 (left).
3.3 Two ways to accommodate natural supersymmetry
The two models we explore in this paper can accommodate a natural spectrum of sparticles
in two very dierent ways, whilst still obtaining the correctly observed Higgs mass:
In model 2 the third generation are located in the bulk and feel the eects of supersym-
metry more indirectly than the rst and second generation. This will allow for a spectrum
of light stops with a heavier rst and second generation, above present collider exclusions.
One may use the NMSSM or D-terms to lift the Higgs mass to its correct value.
In model 1 the Higgs mass is obtained through a TeV scale At term that is generated
















































Model 1 with a compactification scale of 10 TeV

































Model 2 with a compactification scale of 10 TeV



































Model 3 with a compactification scale of 10 TeV
Figure 3. Running of the gaugino masses and trilinear couplings Mi(Q) and Ai(Q), for the two
dierent models with compactication scales 10 TeV, as a function of Log10(Q/GeV).
2 TeV even within an MSSM-like Higgs sector, but does not yet explain any hierarchy
between the generation of squarks. In this subsection we explain these details of each
model further.
3.3.1 The third generation in the bulk
Exclusions on rst and second generation squarks are presently nearing 2 TeV [46{53], while
the aesthetic of naturalness for the Higgs sector (and much weaker bounds on 3rd generation
squarks of around 300{400 GeV [7{17] from direct searches) favour a 3rd generation below
a TeV. In order for this hierarchy to emerge at low scales it is likely to be imprinted
in the soft SUSY breaking terms and not simply a renormalisation group eect. At the
supersymmetry breaking scale this might imply that the soft terms, in the avour basis,
take the form,
m2~f  2
0B@ 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 0
1CA+ : : : (3.5)
or indeed
m2~f  2
0B@ 1 0 00 1 0
0 0  "
















































Model 1 with a compactification scale of 10 TeV




























Model 2 with a compactification scale of 10 TeV
Figure 4. Running of the various soft masses for the two models.
the " denoting any subleading eects, as one does not require exactly zero entries. Some
ideas have been put forward to explain such a heirarchy, see for instance [5, 18, 54, 55], and
we wish to advance the argument that a ve dimensional model with the 3rd generation in
the bulk, i.e our model 2, explains such a hierarchy.
We put forward the idea that the rst and second generation of squarks live on the
same brane as the source of supersymmetry breaking. They will feel directly the eect of
supersymmetry breaking and generate large soft breaking terms. The 3rd generation is,
however, located in the bulk and will feel the supersymmetry breaking indirectly through
either gravity or gauge mediation. This will lead to the boundary conditions in eq. (3.5).
For a calculation of gauge mediated soft terms from a brane to a bulk eld see [24, 56], for
brane to other brane see [23, 24, 56]. Such an eect is still felt directly by the gauginos
(and the gravitino) and they will also have a large SUSY breaking soft mass, which have
important RGE eects as discussed in this paper.
3.3.2 A large At term
Our model 1 does not geometrically explain why the rst and second generation might be
much heavier than the 3rd, but it does allow for a large At term generated entirely through
RGE evolution, and this can still allow for stops much below 2 TeV and still obtain the
correct Higgs mass from the usual MSSM Higgs sector. Therefore for model 1, we do not
yet oer an explanation of the source of supersymmetry breaking. We discuss obtaining
the correct Higgs mass in model 1 in the next section.
4 The Higgs mass
The Higgs mass is a sensitive parameter in supersymmetric theories and its experimental
value at 125 GeV restricts the available parameter space for these models. A realistic and
precise calculation of the Higgs mass in supersymmetric models requires the inclusion of
two-loop contributions. In the following we shall use the numerical values of the program
FeynHiggs 2.11.3 [57, 58] for the Higgs mass at two-loops and interface it with our numerical
































Model 1 with a compactification scale of 10 TeV












Model 2 with a compactification scale of 10 TeV
Figure 5. The running of  and B for the two models.
Figure 6. Contours of the lightest Higgs mass mh = 125 GeV in the plane (m~t1 ; Xt) for various
values of tan . The dashed gray line represents a sample gluino mass for the corresponding value
of Xt. Stop masses below 2 TeV can be obtained in our model due to the TeV-scale At term.
parameter with respect to the extra-dimensional contributions, the corrections due to the
extra-dimensional structure are very small in the plot in gure 6. In order to have a rough
physical intuition concerning the eect of the large At value from our setup, we provide here
the leading one-loop self-energy contributions to the lightest CP even Higgs mass [59{63]



































where vew is the electroweak Higgs vev, Xt = At    cot and M2S = m~t1m~t2 . If  is a few
100 GeV and At   then Xt  At. The result of the one-loop formula allows to understand
why a model with large At values can help increasing the value of the Higgs mass. Note
however that the one-loop formula is not precise enough to for a realistic comparison with
data and typically allows a larger parameter space that what really available including
the two-loop formulas. We plot, in gure 6, the Higgs mass for representative values of
At in our setup using the FeynHiggs program at two-loops. This allows for a prediction
of tan and the stop squark masses which can be below 2 TeV. One could also lift the
tree-level Higgs mass with the NMSSM + F or else through non decoupling D-terms (see
for example [5, 6]) which would require introducing an additional U(1) or SU(2) or both.
Such an additional feature would be necessary for model 2 as a large At does not arise in
this case.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we explored various ve dimensional extensions of the SSM that unify, with an
inverse radius of the extra dimension of roughly a 10 TeV scale. Such models are compelling
extensions of the MSSM in that they may achieve interesting phenomenological features
such as additional Z 0;W 0 and G0 bosons in the 1{10 TeV range and achieve the correct
125 GeV Higgs mass and a relatively natural sparticle spectrum for model 1, while for
model 2 this spectrum is heavier, without sacricing unication of gauge couplings. Such
models achieve a natural spectrum by generating a TeV scale At term from \power-law"
running and unication of gauge couplings through the addition of two charged superelds
F in the bulk.
In particular we look at two models that can achieve unication, either all chiral matter
superelds on the boundaries, or just the third generation in the bulk and the rst two on
a boundary. In either case the Higgs doublet superelds Hu; Hd and F
 are located in the
bulk along with all three gauge groups SU(3)c  SU(2)L  U(1)Y . We also point out that
ve dimensional models in which the 1st and 2nd generation are located in the bulk cannot
possibly achieve unication unless the inverse radius of the extra dimension is essentially
at the GUT scale (and in any case not with this matter content), and so are entirely four
dimensional from a phenomenological perspective.
This paper can be extended in a number of ways and we discuss just a few. In many
models of supersymmetry breaking, electroweak symmetry breaking is not optimal both in
terms of ne tuning and in obtaining electroweak breaking from a given parameterisation
of soft breaking terms at the high scale. These remain an interesting open question, and
may benet from further discoveries or exclusions in the Higgs sector, at the LHC13/14.
Our results are representative only, and clearly a more dedicated spectrum generator built
using the RGEs and including threshold corrections will give more precise results, and we
provide in this paper a concrete set of RGEs from which this spectrum generator can be
constructed. Dierent supersymmetry breaking parameterisations and how avour arises
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A Renormalisation group equations for 4D-SSM+F
In this appendix we document the one- and two-loop RGEs for the four dimensional low
energy model for which the 5D models 1, 2 and 3 are completions. Recall that the output
of our implementation in the four dimensional regime was done using SARAH [42{45], as












































uYu   2Y yd YdY yd Yd   2Y yuYuY yuYu










































































































































































































































  100g43 + 119g41 + 80g21g231  2  Y d Y Td Y d Y Td + Y d Y Tu Y u Y Td 

















































1  2  Y u Y Td Y d Y Tu + Y u Y Tu Y u Y Tu 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































uYu 2YuY yd YdY yd Yd 2YuY yd YdY yuYu
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uYu 4YuY yd YdY yd Td
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  486g41   180g21g22   1200g42   9g41   90g21g22 + 875g42 + 9g412 + 90g21g222


















































































  486g41   180g21g22   1200g42   9g41   90g21g22 + 875g42 + 9g412 + 90g21g222



































Note that  is the gauge-xing parameter, where we are using the R gauge.



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 4Y yd TdT ydYd 8m2HuY yuYuY yuYu 4Y yuYuT yuTu 4Y yuTuT yuYu
 4T ydYdY yd Td 4T ydTdY yd Yd 4T yuYuY yuTu 4T yuTuY yuYu
 2m2qY yd YdY yd Yd 2m2qY yuYuY yuYu 4Y ydm2dYdY yd Yd 4Y yd Ydm2qY yd Yd
 4Y yd YdY ydm2dYd 2Y yd YdY yd Ydm2q 4Y yum2uYuY yuYu 4Y yuYum2qY yuYu
















































































































































































































































































 8m2HdY ye YeY ye Ye 4Y ye YeT ye Te 4Y ye TeT ye Ye 4T ye YeY ye Te
 4T ye TeY ye Ye 2m2l Y ye YeY ye Ye 4Y ye m2eYeY ye Ye 4Y ye Yem2l Y ye Ye





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 8m2HdYdY yd YdY yd 4YdY yd TdT yd 4m2HdYdY yuYuY yd
 4m2HuYdY yuYuY yd 4YdY yuTuT yd 4YdT ydTdY yd 4YdT yuTuY yd
 4TdY yd YdT yd 4TdY yuYuT yd 4TdT ydYdY yd 4TdT yuYuY yd
 2m2dYdY yd YdY yd 2m2dYdY yuYuY yd 4Ydm2qY yd YdY yd 4Ydm2qY yuYuY yd
 4YdY ydm2dYdY yd 4YdY yd Ydm2qY yd 2YdY yd YdY ydm2d 4YdY yum2uYuY yd
























































































































































































































































u 4m2HdYuY yd YdY yu
 4m2HuYuY yd YdY yu 4YuY yd TdT yu 8m2HuYuY yuYuY yu 4YuY yuTuT yu
 4YuT ydTdY yu 4YuT yuTuY yu 4TuY yd YdT yu 4TuY yuYuT yu
 4TuT ydYdY yu 4TuT yuYuY yu 2m2uYuY yd YdY yu 2m2uYuY yuYuY yu
 4Yum2qY yd YdY yu 4Yum2qY yuYuY yu 4YuY ydm2dYdY yu








































































































 6g21m2HdYeY ye +30g22m2HdYeY ye +60g22 jM2j2YeY ye +6g21M1YeT ye
 30g22M2YeT ye 30g22M2 TeY ye +6g21M1

 2M1YeY ye +54g21M11+TeY ye

 6g21TeT ye+30g22TeT ye 3g21m2eYeY ye +15g22m2eYeY ye
 6g21Yem2l Y ye +30g22Yem2l Y ye  3g21YeY ye m2e+15g22YeY ye m2e
 20m2HdYeY ye YeY ye  10YeY ye TeT ye 10YeT ye TeY ye  10TeY ye YeT ye
 10TeT ye YeY ye  5m2eYeY ye YeY ye  10Yem2l Y ye YeY ye  10YeY ye m2eYeY ye






































































































































































































B Renormalisation group equations for the 5D-SSM+F
In this appendix we supply the one-loop beta functions used in the main paper for the ve
dimensional model 1, model 2 and model 3, including the ve dimensional Kaluza-Klein
states and extra elds. Note that the RGEs for model 3 can be read o from model 1
and 2 as in every model the RGEs for elds in the bulk is similar to model 2 RGEs, and
the RGEs for elds on the brane is similar to RGEs of model 1. The Higgs sector RGEs
for model 3 are always in the bulk in both model 1 and 2. We dene t = Log10Q and
A = 16
2dA=dt. It is useful to also dene the power law contribution, which may be
written equivalently as
(QR)d = 10tR : (B.1)
B.1 Gauge couplings










i (t)(S(t)  1); (B.2)
where i = 1; 2; 3 and S(t) = R10t, the power law contribution. For the 4DSSM + F,
bi = (39=5; 1; 3) and for ve dimensions bi5D = (18=5; 2; 6)+4, where  is the number





























B.2.1 Anomalous dimensions for model 1





















































































































B.2.2 Anomalous dimensions for model 2
































































































































B.2.3 Anomalous dimensions for model 3











































































































B.2.4 Yukawa coupling RGEs for model 1






6Y yuYu + 2Y
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B.2.5 Yukawa coupling RGEs for model 2










+ 3Y yt Yt + Y
y






























+ 3Y yb Yb + Y
y














































































   3g21 + 3g22S(t): (B.35)
Note that the evolution equations for Yu;c, Yd;s and Ye; can be read from eq. (B.28), since
the rst and second generation live on the brane.
B.2.6 Yukawa coupling RGEs for model 3






6Y yt Yt + 2Y
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6Y yb Yb + 2Y
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B.3 Trilinear soft breaking parameters






18Y yuYu + 2Y
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+ 6Y yt Tt + 2Y
y











+ 3Y yt Yt + Y
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+ 6Y yb Tb + 2Y
y















+ 3Y yb Yb + Y
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B.4 Soft mass parameters
B.4.1 Gaugino soft mass parameters




= 2big2iMi + 2(S(t)  1)bi5Dg2iMi: (B.48)





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B.5 Bilinear parameters  and B
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